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A neurophysiological study into the foundations
of tonal harmony
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Our findings provide magnetoencephalographic evidence

that the mismatch-negativity response to two-note chords

(dyads) is modulated by a combination of abstract

cognitive differences and lower-level differences in the

auditory signal. Participants were presented with series of

simple-ratio sinusoidal dyads (perfect fourths and perfect

fifths) in which the difference between the standard and

deviant dyad exhibited an interval change, a shift in pitch

space, or both. In addition, the standard-deviant pair of

dyads either shared one note or both notes were changed.

Only the condition that featured both abstract changes

(interval change and pitch-space shift) and two novel notes

showed a significantly larger magnetoencephalographic

mismatch-negativity response than the other

conditions in the right hemisphere. Implications for music

and language processing are discussed. NeuroReport
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Introduction
Although there is a wealth of behavioral literature on

human processing of simple and complex musical events

[1,2], and an emerging literature on the neurophysio-

logical responses to auditory stimuli (Jenkins J, Poeppel D,

Idsardi W, in preparation; [3–5]), we have yet to provide

an adequate account of how the brain processes the

building blocks of complex coherent auditory events such

as musical chords.

Earlier behavioral research [6] has shown that both adults

and infants are better at discriminating changes to a series

of intervals when the intervals used have simple

frequency ratios, such as perfect fourths and perfect

fifths. Other research has shown a role for directionality

in analysis of mistuned intervals [7]. There has also

been much research on three-note chords and chord

progressions showing that listeners have very specific

expectations about which chords are licit given a certain

key and chordal context [1,2] (for a comprehensive

summary, see Ref. [8]). In comparison, on the neuro-

physiological side, although many researchers have looked

at the brain responses to single tones, phonemes, or

clicks [9–13], as well as words, complex chords, or phrases

[14,15], thus far there is a relative dearth of studies

examining basic auditory responses to the simplest sort of

simultaneous musical expressions, two-tone stimuli

(Jenkins J, Poeppel D, Idsardi W, in preparation).

In this study, we examine two-note chords or dyads.

Dyads serve as a particularly good starting point for

understanding complex auditory signals, as they are the

smallest harmonically complex musical unit. Moreover,

examining how our brains process dyads can help improve

our understanding of vowel processing, given that two

formants are the minimum required for vowel identifica-

tion [16]. In this study, we investigate the difference in

electrophysiological response to dyads with simple ratios

in a mismatch-negativity paradigm [17]. We examined

an early, automatic, and robust response to oddball

stimuli: the magnetoencephalographic mismatch-negativ-

ity field (MMNm). The MMNm functions as a

preattentive difference detector, and is activated by

deviants in a stream of standards that can vary over any

number of dimensions in various modalities (for an

overview, see Ref. [18]). The present investigation uses

the MMNm response as a tool to measure how, when,

and by how much our electrophysiological response is

modulated by various abstract and concrete differences

between a dyad when it serves as a standard versus when

it serves as a deviant. Although some earlier research has

looked at the MMNm response to musical intervals [19],

none has yet looked at the role of interval or pitch shift in

relation to the size of the MMNm.

Given the robust nature of the MMNm, we were able to

parametrically vary our dyad pairs on two dimensions: the

size of the interval (either a perfect fourth or a perfect

fifth, with 4 : 3 and 3 : 2 frequency ratios, respectively)

and its location in pitch space. As a result of the

construction of the Western musical system, this meant

that both the pitch-space shifts and one of the combined
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pitch-space and interval-change conditions introduced two

novel notes in the second dyad, whereas the interval change

and one of the pitch-space and interval-change conditions

only introduced one novel note in the second dyad.

We predicted that every condition would elicit

a mismatch response. In addition, two patterns of

responses are initially plausible: one consistent with a

signal-processing account and another relying on abstract

cognitive categories. The signal-processing account

would predict the MMNm would be larger in the three

conditions in which the deviant dyad stimulus contained

two novel notes rather than one (CF–DA, CF–DG, and

CG–DA). In contrast, the abstract category account

would predict a larger MMNm response when the

deviant dyad changed both the interval and the pitch

space, (CF–DA and CG–DG).

Materials and methods
Participants

Thirty-two (18 female; age range=19–48 years; mean

age=27.5 years) adult volunteers participated in this

study. Most (n=30) tested were strongly right handed on

the Edinburgh Handedness Survey (scoring greater than

8/10) the rest (n=2) tested equally right and left handed

(these two volunteers were tested in conditions CG–DA

and DA–DG, see below) [20]. All participants gave

written informed consent, and either volunteered their

time (n=22), or received course credit (n=10). Each

session lasted for 60–90 min. The involvement of human

participants in the reported experiment was approved

by the Institutional Review Board of the University of

Maryland (College Park, Maryland, USA).

Stimuli

Auditory stimuli were pure sinusoids, synthesized with

Praat [21] at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz. Each

stimulus featured two simultaneous pitches from the

conventional Western music scale and lasted for 250 ms

with the amplitudes of the stimuli normalized to 75 dB.

As the design was testing the MMNm elicited by

different pairs of dyads, we systematically varied the

ratio of the frequencies and their location in pitch space.

The frequency ratios of the dyads were either those of

a perfect fourth, 4 : 3, or perfect fifth, 3 : 2. These ratios

were picked because of their easy discriminability

in behavioral work and prevalence in music of the

world [5,22]. Furthermore, our choice of using perfect

fourths and perfect fifths in our study is in line with

earlier behavioral findings of these intervals’ easy

discriminability. The pairs of notes were CF, 262 and

349 Hz; CG, 262 and 392 Hz; DG, 294 and 392 Hz; and

DA, 294 and 440 Hz, and are summarized in Table 1;

the relation between conditions is shown schematically

in Figure 1.

Procedure

Participants were made to lay in supine position in a

magnetically shielded room while magnetoencephalographic

recordings were made using a 157-channel whole-head axial

gradiometer MEG system (Kanazawa Institute of Technology,

Kanazawa, Japan). Etymotic ER3A insert earphones

(Etymotic Research Inc., Elk Grove Village, Illinois,

USA) delivered the auditory stimuli binaurally; these

earphones were calibrated to have a flat frequency

response between 50 and 3100 Hz within the shielded

room. Auditory stimuli were presented with PsyScope

[23] in four blocks of 7.5 min each, with optional breaks

between each block. Each participant heard one pair of

dyads in an oddball paradigm, a series of standards

followed by a deviant. Blocks 1a and b featured the dyads

in one order, whereas blocks 2a and b flipped this order.

The ISI and the number of standards in a row varied

randomly (500–1000 ms, and 4–7, respectively). Partici-

pants heard 780 standards and 120 deviants in each dyad

order. Participants laid passively and could elect to watch

a video (with no audio). Each participant heard only one

of the dyad pairs (e.g. CF–DA), thus making this

experiment a fully between-subjects design.

The signal was sampled at DC with an online 200 Hz low-

pass filter and 60 Hz notch filter. Data were noise-reduced

and band-pass filtered offline. The noise reduction used

a multishift PCA noise reduction algorithm [24], and the

band-pass filtration occurred with a Hamming-window digital

filter with 0.5 and 30 Hz frequency cut-offs.

Before the experiment, volunteers each participated in

a two-tone pretest, in which they heard a series of

approximately 200 sinusoidal tones, 100 tones at 1000

and 250 Hz each, presented in random order. This was

done to ensure that each participant had a strong M100

response and a standard M100 field contour, indicating that

the response is presumably located in auditory cortex.

The five source and sink channels in each hemisphere

that provided the strongest M100 response to these pure

sinusoids were selected from the magnetic contour map.

A total of 20 analysis channels were selected for further

analysis based on the magnitude of the M100 response to

these sinusoidal tones. For each participant, the sinusoid

generating the strongest overall M100 response was used,

and the strongest five source and sink channels in each

hemisphere for that tone were selected for use in the

analysis of the test data. Therefore, all channels for

analysis for each participant were selected on the basis of

the pretest tones, before the analysis of the experimental

data. The root mean square average of these channels was

used for all further analyses of the MMNm. We measured

the latency and amplitude of the averaged deviant

responses, and the area of difference between the

response to each dyad when it was functioning as the

standard and as the deviant.
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Results
As expected, each condition elicited an MMNm. Figure 2

shows a representative response to a given dyad as

standard and deviant. The distributions of the responses

were examined for approximate normality and 13 Tukey

outliers were excluded (points beyond the first or third

quartile by more than 1.5 times the interquartile range).

To compare responses across hemispheres, matched-pair

t-tests within participants were calculated. Overall, the

left hemisphere exhibited stronger [t(55)=2.90,

P < 0.005] but slower [t(55)=4.65, P < 0.0001] deviant

responses, and a larger difference response [t(58)=5.84,

P < 0.0001].

To analyze the responses to the various experimental

conditions, the left and right hemispheres were analyzed

separately for the three dependent measures (deviant

amplitude, deviant latency, and amplitude difference)

with dyad type condition and mismatch presentation

direction as factors, for a total of six mixed-effects

analyses of variance (ANOVAs) of the form response –

condition�direction, with participant as a random effect.

We found no main effects for presentation direction

across all measures (all P > 0.34), as well as no interaction

of condition and direction (all P > 0.60). Thus, given that

there was no asymmetry of mismatch field response in

any condition (i.e. whether the dyads were presented in

an order such as CF–DA or DA–CF was irrelevant),

responses were collapsed across direction

for further analyses using simple one-way ANOVAs of

the form response – condition. The ANOVAs revealed

that all measures (deviant amplitude, deviant latency,

and amplitude difference) in both hemispheres showed

significant main effects for the pairs tested [all

F(5,50) > 3.12, all P < 0.016], but showed different

patterns of significant differences in post-hoc pairwise

comparisons [corrected for multiple comparison using the

Tukey Honestly Significant Differences (HSD) proce-

dure]. Means and standard errors for peak deviant

amplitude, latency, and difference measures in both

hemispheres are shown in Fig. 3.

Peak deviant amplitude

In the right hemisphere, the CF–DA condition generated

the largest peak deviant MMNm response amplitude,

which was significantly stronger than all other conditions

(Tukey HSD correction for multiple comparisons,

P < 0.05). In the left hemisphere, CF–DA also had the

highest amplitude, but this was statistically significant only

Table 1 Summary of conditions

Dyad pair Interval Number of novel notes Type of change

CF–CG P4–P5 1 Interval
CF–DG P4–P4 2 Pitch space
CF–DA P4–P5 2 Interval and pitch space
DG–DA P4–P5 1 Interval
CG–DA P5–P5 2 Pitch space
CG–DG P5–P4 1 Interval and pitch space

P4, perfect fourth; P5, perfect fifth.

Fig. 1

Interval

Fourth Fifth

CGCFC

Key

D DG DA

Diagram of conditions. Each arrow connecting a pair of dyads
represents one tested condition.

Fig. 2

Deviant

Standard
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Sink

3 fT / Step
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Isofield contour map

RL

(a)

(b)

Magnetoencephalographic analysis. (a) A representative participant’s
response to a dyad as deviant (dark line) versus standard (light line); (b)
scalp distribution at peak magnetic mismatch field. The contour plot
shows that the underlying evoked field is likely generated over auditory
cortex, as this pattern matches the pattern generated by the pretest
M100 response to a single tone.
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when compared with CG–DA (Tukey HSD correction for

multiple comparisons, P < 0.05).

Peak deviant latency

The CF–CG condition yielded marginally faster peak

deviant latencies than the other conditions in both

hemispheres, but this did not reach statistical significance.

Otherwise, there was no clear pattern in the ordering of the

latencies of the conditions between the two hemispheres.

Difference

In the right hemisphere, the CF–DA condition generated

the largest difference response (deviant – standard),

which was significantly stronger than three other condi-

tions (CG–DG, CG–DA, and CF–DG, Tukey HSD

correction for multiple comparisons, P < 0.05). In the

left hemisphere, DG–DA had the largest difference

response, which was significantly stronger than three

other conditions (CG–DG, CG–DA, and CF–CG), but

Fig. 3
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was not significantly larger than the second largest

response, that for CF–DA.

In summary, one condition stands out, CF–DA. In the

right hemisphere, the amplitude of the deviant response

to CF–DA is clearly stronger than all other conditions,

and CF–DA is the strongest or second-strongest response

in all other deviant amplitude and difference measures.

Moreover, the CF–DA condition is notable, in that it

is the only condition that includes an interval change, a

shift in pitch space, and two novel notes.

Discussion
Our results show that by 150 ms the brain is able to track

the magnitude of changes in dyads. Moreover, these

results show that the MMNm does not track changes

solely on the basis of the acoustic novelty of the deviant

auditory signal, nor solely on the basis of an abstract class

difference. Rather, only in the condition that included

the largest acoustic novelty (two new notes) and both

kinds of abstract changes (an interval change and a shift

in pitch space) did the right hemisphere show a

significantly greater MMNm. These results are in line

with the musical-processing literature showing that fine

pitch discrimination occurs in the right hemisphere [5].

In addition, these results show an interesting parallel

with the speech perception literature, and language more

broadly construed. Just as is found in vowel perception,

we have shown that the MMNm is sensitive and able

to meld various frequencies and determine differences

across tokens robustly and quickly using pure tones as

well. This can be taken to show just how rapidly our

auditory cortex computes properties of incoming auditory

stimuli not only when they matter for meaning and

language comprehension (as when we tell vowels apart),

but also when meaning or a labeling system is absent

(as in dyads). This extends the findings of others in

the music, pitch, and speech-tone literature [25–30].

The nature of the brain response to sine waves as

opposed to other timbres is also of great interest [31].

Moreover, it seems that the way pitch is processed

depends in part on the context involved [32]; this is a line

of research we hope to extend with currently ongoing

work.

Furthermore, our results show the MMNm to be sensitive

to both abstract and acoustic differences; the same

multilevel sensitivity is present in language. The MMNm

reflects low-level linguistic differences, such as vowel or

phoneme changes [16,17], but is also activated for words

among pseudowords [15]. Thus, our study also hints

at evidence for parallels in how the brain treats music

and language on multiple levels simultaneously, perhaps

suggesting that all auditory input undergoes similar

computational operations.

Conclusion
This study has improved our understanding of how the

brain processes dyads. We found that the greatest brain

response was elicited in the condition that crucially

had three features: (i) a key change, (ii) an interval

change, and (iii) two novel notes. This shows the MMNm

to be more than an unsophisticated monitor of acoustic

change, yet less than a clear marker of abstract categories.

This research will thus serve as a foundation from which

to further examine how the brain analyzes incoming

linguistic and musical signals, that is, auditory signals

consisting of two or more simultaneous frequencies.
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